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About This Game

You are about to begin a tour of some of the strangest real estate ever placed on the market: The Castles of Dr. Creep.
Your goal: to complete your tour alive. Your visit to each of the 13 castles will be timed, so don' t dawdle.

You can enter the castles alone. But you may find it a bit more comforting to have a friend along. With two players this be-
comes a game where cooperation, not competition, is what counts.
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Title: The Castles of Dr. Creep
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Ed Hobbs, Robert Crossfield
Publisher:
Strobs Canardly
Release Date: 1 Nov, 1984

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP

Processor: 1.7Ghz or Higher

Memory: 256 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 25 MB available space

English
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This was probably my favourite game on the C64 growing up. So far it seems unchanged from the original. Maximum nostalgia
with the reveal of each new puzzle room. Still very difficult.

My only beef would be the default controller layout (not intuitive at all) and some of the controls within the game are really
finicky (seems even worse than in the original). I have problems getting the teleporter to change colours, trouble getting off of
ropes and ladders, etc... can't count the times I've missed a timed door because of getting stuck on a ladder\/rope. At least there
is a suicide button (and the option for unlimited lives is still there.)

Recommended to anyone who played the original.. I can't even tell you how many hours I spent playing this game as an
elementary school student. Clever puzzles, and even co-op! One of the best games I've every played for under $2.00.. Bought
this for pure nostalgia, but realized it holds up very well against modern puzzle games. If you have $2 it's worth every penny..
Shooting mummies over moving walkways, running from Frankenstein\u2019s monster hit the switch hit the switch Hit the God
damn switch. Climb this ladder down this pole up this ladder down this pole. This is by far the best game in existence and
everything else fails in comparison to its majesty.

1203 out of 10. I spent hours and hours playing this game on my Commodore 64. I am thrilled to see it on Steam.. I never had a
C64 back in the day. Played this for hours upon hours upon hours with a friend at his place. Purchased it as soon as I heard it
was on Steam. Love it. So much fun and so challenging. So nice to play the original as is in 2019. Thank you.
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Easy game mechanics combined with complex labyrinth, awesome game to play in 2+ players. Old but still good.. This was
pretty much my childhood's Portal.

This game is a challenging, 2D puzzle game, that will hone your skills and ask for a lot of coordination throughout the 13 castles
offered. I think the challenge still holds up until today.

The mechanics are easy to learn, yet hard to master, and for the time that it came out, a lot of thought went into making a huge
variety of them(like sparks, mummies, Frankensteins!!!)

The port feels good as far as i can tell, you can even play with a controller.

Thank you for bringing this to steam <3. Nice retrival of an old C64 game, that I used to play, would love Steam to port a lot
more of those old games to something that works nicely on a modern PC. Works exactly as expected, just like playing it on the
C64.. minus the Load "*", 8, 1 waits.. I'm so happy that this game is on here! I've been looking for it for YEARS. My parents
had it for Commodore 64 when I was growing up, and it was so sad when the Commodore finally died. It's such a classic, and it
revolves mostly around solving puzzles, some of which have a time component (like mummies chasing you, etc.) It's just
awesome. Obviously the graphics are pretty primitive, but really you don't need fancy graphics to enjoy this.. meh it's ok
i would'nt recomend it to my friends
its ok. This is a 1-1 copy of the original c64 game, as beautiful (ugly?) as the original - wouldn't have hurt to improve a few
things here and there (like the audio compartment or the controls - the player hangs on stairs exactly like on the original game).
Recommended only for true nostalgic gamers!
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